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Today’s Topics



(includes slides borrowed from G. Neumann, M.
Venkataramani, R. Altman, L. Hirschman, and D. Radev)

The General Topic
Lexicons
Topic Detection and Tracking
Question Answering



Summarization
Coreference resolution
Biomedical text mining

What is a Summary?
Summarization



Informative summary





Indicative summary




Why Automatic Summarization?


Purpose: replace original document
Example: executive summary
Purpose: support decision: do I want to read
original document yes/no?
Example: Headline, scientific abstract

Summary Length (Reuters)

Algorithm for reading in many domains is:
1)
2)
3)

read summary
decide whether relevant or not
if relevant: read whole document

Goldstein
et al.
1999

 Summary is gate-keeper for large number of


documents.
Information overload






Often the summary is all that is read.

Example from last quarter: summaries of
search engine hits
Human-generated summaries are expensive.
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Summarization Algorithms


Keyword summaries






Sentence extraction










Sentence Extraction






Extract key sentences
Medium hard
Summaries often don’t read well
Good representation of content

Natural language understanding / generation




Display most significant keywords
Easy to do
Hard to read, poor representation of content

Build knowledge representation of text
Generate sentences summarizing content
Hard to do well

Something between the last two methods?

Sentence Extraction: Example

Represent each sentence as a feature vector
Compute score based on features
Select n highest-ranking sentences
Present in order in which they occur in text.
Postprocessing to make summary more
readable/concise








Eliminate redundant sentences
Anaphors/pronouns
Delete subordinate clauses, parentheticals




Oracle Context

Sentence Extraction: Example

Sigir95 paper on
summarization by
Kupiec, Pedersen,
Chen
Trainable
sentence
extraction
Proposed
algorithm is
applied to its own
description (the
paper)

Feature Representation


Fixed-phrase feature



Paragraph feature



Thematic word feature



Uppercase word feature



Sentence length cut-off











Certain phrases indicate summary, e.g. “in summary”
Paragraph initial/final more likely to be important.
Repetition is an indicator of importance
Uppercase often indicates named entities. (Taylor)
Summary sentence should be > 5 words.
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Feature Representation (cont.)


Sentence length cut-off






“in summary”, “in conclusion” etc.

Paragraph feature



Thematic word feature




Do any of the most frequent content words
occur?



Is uppercase thematic word introduced?

Evaluation




Compare extracted sentences with sentences
in abstracts

Multi-Document (MD)
Summarization








Summarize more than one document
Why is this harder?
But benefit is large (can’t scan 100s of docs)
To do well, need to adopt more specific
strategy depending on document set.
Other components needed for a production
system, e.g., manual post-editing.
DUC: government sponsored bake-off



200 or 400 word summaries
Longer → easier

Can rank sentences according to score and
show top n to user.

Evaluation of features






Hand-label sentences in training set
(good/bad summary sentences)
Train classifier to distinguish good/bad
summary sentences
Model used: Naïve Bayes

Paragraph initial/medial/final

Uppercase word feature




True for sentences with indicator phrase







Summary sentences have a minimum length.

Fixed-phrase feature


Training

Baseline (choose first n sentences): 24%
Overall performance (42-44%) not very good.
However, there is more than one good
summary.

Types of MD Summaries


Single event/person tracked over a long time
period






Multiple events of a similar nature





Elizabeth Taylor’s bout with pneumonia
Give extra weight to character/event
May need to include outcome (dates!)
Marathon runners and races
More broad brush, ignore dates

An issue with related events



Gun control
Identify key concepts and select sentences
accordingly
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Determine MD Summary Type







First, determine which type of summary to
generate
Compute all pairwise similarities
Very dissimilar articles → multi-event
(marathon)
Mostly similar articles




Is most frequent concept named entity?
Yes → single event/person (Taylor)
No → issue with related events (gun control)

Generation



Ordering according to date
Intersection




MultiGen Architecture
(Columbia)

Find concepts that occur repeatedly in a time
chunk

Processing




Sentence generator





Newsblaster (Columbia)

Selection of good summary sentences
Elimination of redundant sentences
Replace anaphors/pronouns with noun
phrases they refer to
Need coreference resolution

Delete non-central parts of sentences

Query-Specific Summarization









So far, we’ve look at generic summaries.
A generic summary makes no assumption
about the reader’s interests.
Query-specific summaries are specialized for
a single information need, the query.
Summarization is much easier if we have a
description of what the user wants.
Recall from last quarter:


Google-type excerpts – simply show keywords
in context
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Genre


Some genres are easy to summarize








Correct parsing of document format is
critical.








Long documents (novels, the bible)
Scientific articles?

Need to know headings, sequence, etc.

Limits of current technology

Some genres are hard to summarize




Newswire stories
Inverted pyramid structure
The first n sentences are often the best
summary of length n

Discussion



Some good summaries require natural
language understanding
Example: President Bush’s nominees for
ambassadorships


Trainable summarizers are genre-specific.




Contributors to Bush’s campaign
Veteran diplomats
Others

Coreference
Coreference Resolution







Two noun phrases referring to the same
entity are said to corefer.
Example: Transcription from RL95-2 is
mediated through an ERE element at the 5flanking region of the gene.
Coreference resolution is important for
many text mining tasks:




Types of Coreference







Noun phrases: Transcription from RL95-2 …
the gene …
Pronouns: They induced apoptosis.
Possessives: … induces their rapid
dissociation …
Demonstratives: This gene is responsible for
Alzheimer’s

Information extraction
Summarization
First story detection

Preferences in pronoun
interpretation








Recency: John has an Integra. Bill has a legend.
Mary likes to drive it.
Grammatical role: John went to the Acura
dealership with Bill. He bought an Integra.
(?) John and Bill went to the Acura dealership.
He bought an Integra.
Repeated mention: John needed a car to go to
his new job. He decided that he wanted
something sporty. Bill went to the Acura
dealership with him. He bought an Integra.
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Preferences in pronoun
interpretation






An algorithm for pronoun
resolution

Parallelism: Mary went with Sue to the Acura
dealership. Sally went with her to the Mazda
dealership.
??? Mary went with Sue to the Acura
dealership. Sally told her not to buy
anything.
Verb semantics: John telephoned Bill. He lost
his pamphlet on Acuras. John criticized Bill.
He lost his pamphlet on Acuras.

Salience weights in Lappin and Leass
Sentence recency

100

Subject emphasis

80

Existential emphasis

70

Accusative emphasis

50

Indirect object and oblique complement
emphasis

40

Non-adverbial emphasis

50

Head noun emphasis

80







Two steps: discourse model update and
pronoun resolution.
Salience values are introduced when a noun
phrase that evokes a new entity is
encountered.
Salience factors: set empirically.

Lappin and Leass (cont’d)




Recency: weights are cut in half after each
sentence is processed.
Examples:






Algorithm
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Collect the potential referents (up to four
sentences back).
Remove potential referents that do not agree in
number or gender with the pronoun.
Remove potential referents that do not pass
intrasentential syntactic coreference
constraints.
Compute the total salience value of the referent
by adding any applicable values for role
parallelism (+35) or cataphora (-175).
Select the referent with the highest salience
value. In case of a tie, select the closest
referent in terms of string position.

An Acura Integra is parked in the lot.
There is an Acura Integra parked in the lot.
John parked an Acura Integra in the lot.
John gave Susan an Acura Integra.
In his Acura Integra, John showed Susan his
new CD player.

Observations




Lappin & Leass - tested on computer
manuals - 86% accuracy on unseen data.
Another well known theory is Centering
(Grosz, Joshi, Weinstein), which has an
additional concept of a “center”. (More of a
theoretical model; less empirical
confirmation.)
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Biological Terminology: A
Challenge

Biological Text Mining










What are the concepts of
interest?








Genes (D4DR)
Proteins (hexosaminidase)
Compounds (acetaminophen)
Function (lipid metabolism)
Process (apoptosis = cell death)
Pathway (Urea cycle)
Disease (Alzheimer’s)

Complex Phrases


Characterization of the repressor function of
the nuclear orphan receptor retinoid
receptor-related testis-associated
receptor/germ nuclear factor

Rapid Change

Inconsistency


Large number of entities (genes, proteins
etc)
Evolving field, no widely followed standards
for terminology → Rapid Change,
Inconsistency
Ambiguity: Many (short) terms with multiple
meanings (eg, CAN)
Synonymy: ARA70, ELE1alpha, RFG
High complexity → Complex phrases

No consistency across species
Protease

Inhibitor

signal

Fruit fly

Tolloid

Sog

dpp

Frog

Xolloid

Chordin

BMP2/BMP4

Zebrafish

Minifin

Chordino

swirl

Mouse Genome Nomenclature Events 8/25

In 1 week, 166 events involving
change of nomenclature

MITRE

L. Hirschmann
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Where’s the Information?









The list of biomedical entities is growing.




New genes and proteins are constantly being discovered, so
explicitly enumerating and searching against a list of known
entities is not scalable.
Part of the difficulty lies in identifying previously unseen entities
based on contextual, orthographic, and other clues.

Biomedical entities don’t adhere to strict naming
conventions.







Common English words such as period, curved, and for are used
for gene names.
The entity names can be ambiguous. For example, in FlyBase, “clk”
is the gene symbol for the “Clock” gene but it also is used as a
synonym of the “period” gene.

Biomedical entity names are ambiguous





Experts only agree on whether a word is even a gene or protein
69% of the time. (Krauthammer et al., 2000)

Abbreviations in Biology





FlyBase References By Year

Information about function and behavior is
mainly in text form (scientific articles)
Medical Literature on line.
Online database of published literature since
1966 = Medline = PubMED resource
4,000 journals
10,000,000+ articles (most with abstracts)
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/PubMed/

Biomedical Named Entity
Recognition


Curators Cannot Keep Up with
the Literature!

Results of Finkel et al. (2004)
MEMM-based BioNER system


72
71.5
71
70.5
70
69.5
69
68.5
68
67.5
67

BioNLP task − Identify genes, proteins, DNA,
RNA, and cell types

Precision
Recall
F1

Precision

Recall

F1

68.6%

71.6%

70.1%

precision = tp / (tp +
fp)
recall = tp / (tp + fn)
F1 =
2(precision)(recall) /
(precision + recall)

Ambiguity Example
PCA has >60 expansions

Two problems
 “Coreference”/Synonymy
 What is PCA an abbreviation for?
 Ambiguity
 If PCA has >1 expansions, which is
right here?
Only important concepts are abbreviated.
Effective way of jump starting terminology
acquisition.
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Problem 1: Ambiguity

Problem 2: “Coreference”

“Senses” of an abbreviation are
usually not related.
 Long form often occurs at least once
in a document.
 Disambiguating abbreviations is
easy.



Approach

Features for Classifier

Goal: Establish that abbreviation and
long form are coreferring.
 Strategy:
 Treat each pattern w*(c*) as a
hypothesis.
 Reject hypothesis if wellformedness conditions are not
met.
 Accept otherwise.








Generate a set of good candidate alignments

Build feature representation
Classify feature representation using
logistic regression classifier (or SVM
would be equally good) to choose best
one.







Text-Enhanced Sequence
Homology Detection






Obtaining sequence information is easy;
characterizing sequences is hard.
Organisms share a common basis of genes
and pathways.
Information can be predicted for a novel
sequence based on sequence similarity:






Function
Cellular role
Structure

Nearly all information about functions is in
textual literature

Describes the abbreviation.
 Lower Abbrev
Describes the alignment.
 Aligned
 Unused Words
 AlignsPerWord
Describes the characters aligned.
 WordBegin
 WordEnd
 SyllableBoundary
 HasNeighbor

PSI-BLAST






Used to detect protein sequence
homology. (Iterated version of universally
used BLAST program.)
Searches a database for sequences with
high sequence similarity to a query
sequence.
Creates a profile from similar sequences
and iterates the search to improve
sensitivity.
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Text-Enhanced Homology Search
(Chang, Raychaudhuri, Altman)


PSI-BLAST Problem: Profile Drift






OBSERVATION: Sequence similarity is only
one indicator of homology.




At each iteration, could find nonhomologous (false positive) proteins.
False positives create a poor profile,
leading to more false positives.
More clues, e.g. protein functional role, exist
in the literature.

SOLUTION: incorporate MEDLINE text into
PSI-BLAST matching process.

Modification to PSI-BLAST








Before including a sequence, measure similarity
of literature. Throw away sequences with least
similar literatures to avoid drift.
Literature is obtained from SWISS-PROT gene
annotations to MEDLINE (text, keywords).
Define domain-specific “stop” words (< 3
sequences or >85,000 sequences) = 80,479 out
of 147,639.
Use similarity metric between literatures (for
genes) based on word vector cosine.

Evaluation




Created families of homologous proteins
based on SCOP (gold standard site for
homologous proteins-http://scop.berkeley.edu/ )
Select one sequence per protein family:






Families must have >= five members
Associated with at least four references
Select sequence with worst performance on a
non-iterated BLAST search

Compared homology search results from
original and modified PSI-BLAST.

Resources












A Trainable Document Summarizer (1995) Julian Kupiec, Jan
Pedersen, Francine ChenResearch and Development in Information
Retrieval
The Columbia Multi-Document Summarizer for DUC 2002 K.
McKeown, D. Evans, A. Nenkova, R. Barzilay, V. Hatzivassiloglou, B.
Schiffman, S. Blair-Goldensohn, J. Klavans, S. Sigelman, Columbia
University
Coreference: detailed discussion of the term:
http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Projects/ACE/PHASE2/Annotation/guideli
nes/EDT/coreference.shtml
http://www.smi.stanford.edu/projects/helix/psb01/chang.pdf Pac
Symp Biocomput. 2001;:374-83. PMID: 11262956
http://www-smi.stanford.edu/projects/helix/psb03 Genome Res
2002 Oct;12(10):1582-90 Using text analysis to identify functionally
coherent gene groups.
Raychaudhuri S, Schutze H, Altman RB
Jenny Finkel, Shipra Dingare, Huy Nguyen, Malvina Nissim,
Christopher Manning, and Gail Sinclair. 2004. Exploiting Context for
Biomedical Entity Recognition: From Syntax to the Web. Joint
Workshop on Natural Language Processing in Biomedicine and its
Applications at Coling 2004.
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